Meridian Mortgage Fund has been in
operation in the TCI since 1996, and is
under management by
Meridian Mortgage Corporation Ltd.
We provide exceptional Rates of Return,
primarily through low risk loan-to-value
lending, and anticipate a 5-6% RoR for the
2022 year.

FUND SPECIFICS

CURRENCY:

U.S. DOLLAR

CLASSIFICATION:

MORTGAGE BACKED SECURITIES

FUND MANAGER:

MERIDIAN MORTGAGE CORPORATION LTD.

REGULATOR:

TCI FINANCIAL SERVICES COMMISSION

Q4 2021 NET RETURN 5.01 % (ANNUALIZED)
PREVIOUS QTR NET RETURNS (ANNUALISED) (%)

PORTFOLIO SUMMARY
Total Loan Portfolio

$83,254,985

Q3 2021

Q2 2021

Q1 2021

Q4 2020

Total Cash & Certificate of
Deposits

$20,045,331

4.94

4.31

4.51

5.79

AVERAGE ANNUALISED NET ROR (%)

Total Fund Value

$103,300,316

Value of Underlaying Security

$222,486,330

3 YRS

5 YRS

10 YRS

INCEPTION
(1996)

37.42%

6.02

6.08

7.07

8.80

Loan to Value Ratio

SECURED PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS

MERIDIAN MORTGAGE FUND MANDATE
The objective of the fund is to achieve the highest level of current return as is consistent with the preservation of capital. The fund intends to achieve its objective by investing primarily in first position mortgages:
▪

In the Turks and Caicos Islands

▪

With a maximum 3 year loan term

▪

With a maximum ratio of Loan to Appraised Value of 50%

The Meridian Mortgage Fund earned an annualized net return of 5.01% as of December 31, 2021.

Mortgage Fund Highlights
▪

The Meridian Mortgage Fund (MMF) closed off the Q4 period of 2021 at 5.01%. and has grown to over USD $100 million in size. Whilst the amount of cash on hand is larger than targeted, this is due to lower than anticipated
redemptions as well as early repayment of several large value loans in the 2021 year. Offering flexible repayment
terms allows the MMF to secure new business, but the effect of this can result in occasional instances of excess cash
being held. In 2022, the MMF team is working to lend these funds out into the TCI mortgage market and generate
income for investors. Whilst there is downward pressure on lending interest rates in the TCI, the MMF return on
investment continues to remain very competitive compared against other low risk investment products offered at local
banks in TCI, and US Treasury rates.

▪

The Loan to Value ratio is currently at 37.42%, which is well below the mandated maximum ratio of 50% and
translates into reduced risk for investors. The Fund holds 68% of its total loan portfolio in the form of assets (buildings/
structures) with the potential to generate income in cases of default; vacant land secures 28% of the loan portfolio.
The MMF team also ensures that all habitable structures are appropriately insured.

▪

The last quarter of 2021 saw a surge in tourists flocking to the TCI as the expected pent-up demand for vacations
manifested itself in record Christmas and New Year visitors arriving. Demand for short-term rental accommodation is
up significantly, and this has driven increases in property prices in the Leeward and Long Bay residential areas of
Providenciales especially, to record levels. This surge in demand has out-stripped supply in canal front properties and
that has exerted further upward pressure on adjacent properties. The MMF wrote 58 new loans in 2021 totaling over
$20 million dollars of outgoing lending, and is expecting the return for the 2022 year to be in the 5%-6% region.

TCI UPDATE
▪

As identified earlier, record numbers of tourists are flocking to TCI and the gap between the end of the 2020/2021
season in September and the beginning of the 2021/22 season in mid-November, felt very short. The TCI Ministry of
Health mandated that all arriving tourists were required to be vaccinated against Covid-19 from the beginning of
September 2021 and this has not dampened demand—in fact in December 2021 the Providenciales International
Airport welcomed yet another air carrier, when Frontier Airlines started weekly services from Orlando, Florida. On any
typical weekend now, we can expect to see in excess of 50-60 commercial aircraft arriving across a Saturday/Sunday
period, representing approximately 7,500 passengers both entering and leaving the country each weekend. This is
putting a strain on the airport capacity, but plans are underway for a further expansion of the airport terminal facilities
to cope with these ever increasing visitor numbers.

▪

As seen elsewhere around the globe, there has similarly been a surge in Covid cases throughout the TCI over the
Christmas and New Year period. Whilst the highly transmissible Omicron variant has recently spiked case numbers, it
has resulted in only a minimal impact on the TCI hospital system. Covid-19 hospital admissions remain in the low
single figures, and the outdoor lifestyle and temperate climate in the Islands is allowing tourists to socially distance
outdoors, while still enjoying their traditional vacation activities on and around the water and beaches. This is proving
a welcome relief from their colder home climates and as a result we have seen a record season develop into 2022.

▪

The Grand Turk Cruise Port re-opened to cruise ships in Dec 2021, providing a much needed boost to Grand Turk,
and demand for North and Middle Caicos properties are also up as investors look to snap up quieter opportunities
away from the hustle and bustle of Providenciales.

▪

Due to the rise in Covid related cancellations, a degree of uncertainty exists through to March regarding hotel
bookings, but when the North American Omicron surge tails off we should see TCI remaining well positioned to
continue to benefit from the sustained demand for what is offered by this beautiful country.

